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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Donald Featherston Macfarlane.  I hold the position of 

Technical Director (Geology) at AECOM New Zealand Limited, formerly URS 

New Zealand Ltd. I have been in this position since January 1997. 

 
1.2 I hold a BSc (Hons) in Geology from Otago University and a Master of Applied 

Science from the University of New South Wales. I have 38 years' experience 

in Engineering Geology. I am a registered Professional Engineering Geologist 

(PEngGeol), a Technical Member of IPENZ, a member of the NZ Geotechnical 

Society and a member of the NZ Society on Large Dams (NZSOLD). I am also 

a member of the International Association of Engineering Geologists (IAEG) 

and the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM). 

 
1.3 I have been engaged by the Christchurch City Council (Council) to provide 

evidence of slope stability issues at coastal baches in relation to the Open 

Space Coastal Zone (previously the Residential Bach Zone (Stage 2)) for the 

proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP). 

 

1.4 I have worked on slope stability hazards on many occasions in many 

geological environments throughout my career. These have included the very 

large landslides along the Clyde and Roxburgh dam reservoirs for which I led 

the geological teams involved in investigations and the design and 

construction of remedial works (for Clyde Power Project).  

 

1.5 I was a member of the Port Hills Geotechnical Group from late February 2011 

and then team leader for the Port Hills Geotechnical Group from May 2011 

until June 2012. After that I was seconded to the Council as Geotechnical 

Advisor on Port Hills slope stability matters between June 2012 and 

September 2013. Since that time I have been on the Council’s Slope Stability 

Engineering Panel. 

 

1.6 I have been providing the Council with my expertise in relation to coastal 

baches since the February 2011 earthquake.    Along with members of my 

team, I have been on several site visits to Taylors Mistake and Boulder Bay 

since February 2011. 
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1.7 I have previously given evidence dated 13 February 2015 in relation to cliff 

collapse in the Natural Hazards Stage 1 hearing. In October 2014, Dr Ian 

Wright and I undertook a review of the rockfall/cliff collapse hazard at the 

baches at the request of the Council. I also provided rebuttal evidence for the 

Natural Hazards Stage 1 hearing dated 27 February 2015 which addressed, 

among other things, the hazard management areas covering some baches at 

Taylors Mistake and Boulder Bay. 

  

1.8 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained 

in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. 

I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that 

might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is 

within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on the 

evidence of another person.  

 

1.9 The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while 

preparing this brief of evidence are: 

 

(a) my previous evidence for the Natural Hazards Stage 1 hearing dated 

13 February 2015; 

(b) my previous rebuttal evidence for the Natural Hazards Stage 1 

hearing dated 27 February 2015; 

(c) Mr Neil Charters will say statement dated 13 January 2016; 

(d) the ‘Joint Expert Statement, Residential Bach Zone (Stage 2): 

Geotechnical Hazards’ dated 22 January 2016, prepared by Mr Neil 

Charters and myself; and 

(e) preliminary revisions to the life safety risk (AIFR) lines at Taylors 

Mistake and Boulder Bay, received from GNS Science on 29 January 

2016. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My evidence relates specifically to the slope instability issues affecting some of 

the baches in the Open Space Coastal Zone.  My evidence addresses: 

 

(a) a brief background to the hazard management areas affecting the 

baches at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay; 
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(b) my previous assessment of the baches covered by hazard 

management areas  

(c) site-specific hazards at nine baches at Taylors Mistake and Boulder 

Bay for which there has been further review undertaken on behalf of 

the bach owners by Mr Neil Charters.  The nine baches are: 

 

(i) 1, 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10 at Boulder Bay; and 

(ii) 30, 31 and 32 at Taylors Mistake; 

 

(d) the revised risk assessment at these nine baches indicated by the 

GNS Science life risk model which has been adjusted for the reduced 

occupancy of the baches; and 

(e) the implications, if any, for how my assessment of the cliff collapse 

and rockfall hazards should be recorded in the bach assessment 

table attached to Sarah Oliver's evidence. 

 

3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

3.1 Hazard management areas for cliff collapse and rockfall were set as part of the 

Stage 1 Natural Hazards decision (see Attachment 1). My site-specific 

assessment as part of the Stage 1 Natural Hazards proposal found that there 

are clear hazards from rockfall and/or cliff collapse at many of the coastal 

baches in Taylors Mistake and Boulder Bay as was detailed in Attachment 1 of 

my evidence dated 13 February 2015. I have re-attached the relevant part of 

that document to this evidence as Attachment 2. 

 

3.2 I have completed an updated assessment of the nine baches listed above at 

2.1 (c) so that the Panel has the most up-to-date information to include in the 

summary table prepared by Sarah Oliver. As part of my 'updated assessment', 

I have:  

 

(a) reviewed previous site-specific ground condition assessments by 

myself and others; 

(b) considered potential hazard mitigation options for the baches; 

(c) held expert conferencing discussions with Mr Neil Charters (a 

geotechnical engineer retained by the Taylors Mistake Association 

(TMA)); and  
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(d) reviewed (preliminary) revised life risk models by GNS Science 

commissioned by the Council that allow for reduced occupancy of the 

Baches relative to ‘normal’ residential dwellings. GNS modelled three 

occupancy rates (15%, 30%, 67%). I have reviewed the risk model 

for 15% occupancy as this is the model that will move risk lines by 

the greatest amount, and is judged to represent the most realistic 

occupancy rate for the majority of the baches. 

 

3.3 These steps have resulted in a conclusion that mitigation works to reduce the 

life safety risks are feasible at eight of the bach sites, and may be possible at 

the ninth site. 

 

3.4 I understand that a table of the factors affecting the baches at Taylors Mistake, 

Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay is attached to the evidence of Sarah Oliver for 

the Council.  I have contributed to the 'Geotechnical Hazard Assessment' 

column in that table.  I have recorded the current hazard management areas 

covering the bach.  I then note where my agreement with Mr Neil Charters and 

the results from the revised GNS modelling indicate that a different hazard 

management classification might be appropriate.  I note site-specific 

characteristics and possible mitigation works where appropriate.  

 

3.5 While I have noted these matters, I do not suggest that the hazard 

management areas can be moved or reassigned.  Rather, the table is intended 

to inform the reader as completely as possible of the site-specific and current 

factors affecting the baches. 

 

4. BACKGROUND TO THE HAZARD MANAGEMENT AREAS 

 

4.1 As described in my evidence dated 13 February 2015, in October 2014, for the 

Stage 1 Natural Hazards proposal, Dr Ian Wright and I undertook a review of 

the rockfall and cliff collapse hazard at 38 coastal baches at the request of the 

Council. Our brief was to confirm, or otherwise, that each of the baches 

proposed to be included within a hazard management areas was exposed to 

those hazards. The relevant hazard management areas are: 

 

(a) Cliff Hazard Management Area 2 (CHMA2); 

 

(b) Rockfall Hazard Management Area 1 (RHMA1); and 
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(c) Rockfall Hazard Management Area 2 (RHMA2). 

 

4.2 We were not asked to assess the level of the risk in terms of annual individual 

fatality risk bands, as that is not our expertise.   

 

4.3 In the context of that review, we determined that a hazard exists if the bach is 

sited such that a potential source of rockfall, cliff collapse or mass movement 

poses a direct threat to the bach. By 'direct threat' I mean that rockfall or cliff 

collapse debris could impact the bach and potentially cause damage or risk to 

life. 

 

4.4 Our assessment was detailed in Attachment 1 of my evidence dated 13 

February 2015 (Attachment 2 to this evidence). In summary, we assessed the 

baches as being in hazardous locations:  

 

(a) Baches 1, 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10 at Boulder Bay were assessed as subject 

to cliff collapse/rockfall hazards;  

(b) Bach 30 at Taylors Mistake was assessed as subject to localised cliff 

collapse hazard; and 

(c) Baches 31 and 32 at Taylors Mistake were assessed as exposed to 

boulder roll hazards. 

 

4.5 The TMA sought, among other things, that the planning maps be amended to 

show baches 30, 31 and 32 at Taylors Mistake and baches 1 and 10 at 

Boulder Bay are within the RHMA2.  They also sought that baches 2, 4, 8, 9 at 

Boulder Bay and baches 33-38 at Taylors Mistake be outside any hazard 

management area. 

 

4.6 In my rebuttal evidence dated 27 February 2015, in response to submissions 

by the Taylors Mistake association, I stated that: 

 

(a) I concurred with including baches 30, 31 and 32 at Taylors Mistake 

and baches 1 and 10 at Boulder Bay within RHMA 2; and 

(b) I did not concur with amending the planning maps to show baches 33 

to 38, as being outside any Hazard Management Area. 
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4.7 I further commented on the specific rockfall and/or cliff collapse hazards at 

baches 2, 4, 8 and 9 at Boulder Bay. In summary, I stated that: 

 

(a) rockfall modelling showed that bach 2 could be impacted by rocks 

with sufficient energy to cause risk to life if the bach was occupied at 

the time; 

(b) rockfall from the small cliff behind bach 4 could hit the bach; and 

(c) baches 8 and 9 are subject to hazard from rockfall rather than cliff 

collapse. 

 

4.8 Based on those comments, my conclusions were that: 

 

(a) while I accepted the cliff collapse hazard effects at baches 4, 8 and 9 

are not as serious as those at bach 2, and that the risk to life at these 

sites is probably less than suggested by the GNS risk models for cliff 

collapse, particularly if the low occupancy was to be considered, I 

could not recommend that these three baches be removed from 

CHMA2 without a policy decision on the issue of low occupancy; and  

(b) as the rockfall modelling confirmed that there is a real hazard to bach 

2, this bach should be entirely within CHMA2. 

 

5. OUTCOMES OF INFORMAL MEDIATION  

 

5.1 I understand that, as notified, the pRDP proposed that these baches should be 

scheduled or removed.  I now understand that the position in relation to 

specifying removal or scheduling is no longer the preferred planning approach. 

Mr Charters and I met on 20 January 2016 to discuss his assessment of the 

hazard management areas of the nine baches at Boulder Bay and Taylors 

Mistake that originally were proposed as 'scheduled' baches.   

 

5.2 In summary, we agreed that: 

 

(a) all nine baches listed above are subject to either rockfall or cliff 

collapse hazards; 

(b) the hazard could be mitigated to reduce the life risk at all nine of the 

baches; 

(c) due to the nature of the hazard, the real risk at all baches other than 

number 10 Boulder Bay is from rockfall rather than cliff collapse and 
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that RHMA2 would be an appropriate management area for those 

eight baches; and  

(d) the geology, condition and proximity of the cliff behind bach 10 

Boulder Bay is such that it is appropriate for this bach to be within 

CHMA2 rather than RHMA2. 

 

5.3 We did not record any areas of disagreement. 

 

6. AIFR MODELLING 

 

6.1 Since the conferencing with Mr Charters described above, the Council has 

received preliminary information from GNS Science regarding re-modelling of 

the annual individual fatality risk (AIFR) at the baches assuming 15%, 30% 

and 67% occupancy.  I have reviewed this model and explain it in the following 

paragraphs.  

 

6.2 An AIFR line does not relate to the hazard, but to the assessed risk to life. It is 

a probabilistic model that considers a number of factors
1
 and is stated by GNS 

Science to be accurate within plus/minus one order of magnitude.  This means 

the AIFR line calculated for the baches could either be a few metres closer to 

the cliff or a few metres closer to the beach at each site. If the line is closer to 

the beach than shown, the risk zone is larger (wider) than indicated by the 

model. 

 

6.3 The AIFR model is based on suburb-wide averages; it is not site-specific. 

Consequently, the AIFR line alone should not be relied upon for assessing risk 

at the individual baches.  Instead, there should be a site-specific risk 

assessment by an appropriately experienced geotechnical engineer that 

identifies potentially unstable rock, assesses its likely fall path and energy at 

the bach, and considers the likely effect on the bach and its occupants if 

struck.  

 

6.4 The revised AIFR lines for 15% occupancy are shown in: 

 

(a) Attachment 3 - Boulder Bay cliff collapse risk, baches 1,2 and 4; 

 
 
1
 As explained by GNS Science in earlier reports, these factors include the likelihood of rockfall occurring, path of the rocks, 

distance downslope from their origin, the proportion of time a person is present in the dwelling and the probablility of being 
hit by the rock if present. 
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(b) Attachment 4 - Boulder Bay cliff collapse risk, baches 8, 9 and 10; 

and  

(c) Attachment 5 - Taylors Mistake rockfall risk, in relation to the 

previous 10
-4

 AIFR line on which the land use zones were based. 

 

6.5 On these drawings the original 10
-4

 AIFR line used to define the hazard 

management areas is shown as a dashed black line. The 10
-4

 AIFR line for 

15% occupancy is indicated by the change from pale green to orange shading. 

 

7. THE BACHES 

 

7.1 In the following paragraphs I comment on the hazard management areas at 

each of the nine baches taking into account the site-specific conditions and 

feasibility of mitigation works, as well as the revised 10
-4

 AIFR cliff collapse 

line (AIFR cliff collapse line) and the 10
-4

 AIFR rock fall hazard line (AIFR 

rock fall line). 

 

Boulder Bay Baches 1 and 2 

 

7.2 The AIFR cliff collapse line at baches 1 and 2 at Boulder Bay (as shown in 

Attachment 3) has moved approximately 2 to 5 metres closer to the cliff as a 

result of adjustment for 15% occupancy.  It also now passes just beyond the 

southwest corner of bach 2 and passes through the rear of bach 1. 

 

7.3 At these baches, the main risk appears to be from rockfall (boulder roll) rather 

than cliff collapse (Macfarlane rebuttal evidence, paragraph 7.10; 

Macfarlane/Charters joint statement, page 1).  

 

7.4 I believe it would be feasible to reduce the risk at these baches by undertaking 

rock stabilisation or other protective works such as construction of a rockfall 

barrier or earth bund. The design and/or construction of such works should be 

subject to site-specific assessment and design by an appropriately 

experienced geotechnical engineer. 

 

7.5 Considering these factors, in my opinion it is appropriate for baches 1 and 2 to 

be managed as potentially at risk from rockfall and classed as RHMA2. 
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Boulder Bay Baches 4, 8 and 9 

 

7.6 The AIFR cliff collapse line has moved less than 3 metres closer to the cliff at 

baches 4, 8 and 9 when adjusted for 15% occupancy (see Attachment 3 and 

Attachment 4). 

 

7.7 As the line is only accurate to plus/minus one order of magnitude, it should not 

be relied upon for assessing risk at these baches.  This is because the hazard 

remains regardless of the assessed risk and there is it is inherent uncertainty 

as to where the AIFR line dissects these baches. 

 

7.8 The risk at baches 4, 8 and 9 has been assessed as due to minor rockfall 

rather than cliff collapse (Macfarlane Stage 1 evidence Attachment 1; 

Macfarlane rebuttal evidence paragraphs 7.8(b) and 7.8(c); 

Macfarlane/Charters joint statement, page 1). 

 

7.9 I believe it would be feasible to reduce the risk at all three of these baches by 

undertaking rock stabilisation works such as rock removal (scaling) and 

repositioning, subject to site-specific assessment by an experienced 

geotechnical engineer.  

 

7.10 Considering these factors, in my opinion it is appropriate for baches 4, 8 and 9 

to be managed as potentially at risk from rockfall and classed as RHMA2. 

 

Boulder Bay Bach 10 

 

7.11 Bach 10 at Boulder Bay is tucked close under the cliff and remains in the 

highest risk zone in the 15% occupancy AIFR model (see Attachment 4). 

 

7.12 Re-inspection of the site in January 2016 has confirmed that the cliff is in poor 

condition with open fractures and slabs of rock that potentially overhang the 

rear of the dwelling, as can be seen in Attachment 2 (Photo 3). Given these 

conditions, the bach should be considered to be at a relatively high risk from 

rockfall and/or cliff collapse.  The cliff would be extremely difficult and 

expensive to appropriately stabilise so as to reduce the risk. 
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7.13 Contrary to the recommendation in my rebuttal evidence, I now believe (in 

agreement with Mr Charters) that it is appropriate to manage this site as 

subject to cliff collapse hazard and for it to be in CHMA2 rather than RHMA2. 

 

Taylors Mistake Baches 30, 31 and 32 

 

7.14 The AIFR rock fall line places bach 32 outside the 10
-4

 AIFR zone, assuming 

15% occupancy (Attachment 5). Baches 30 and 31 remain within the greater 

than 10
-4

 AIFR zone assuming 15% occupancy. 

 

7.15 The risk at baches 30, 31 and 32 has been assessed as due to rockfall as a 

result of localised cliff collapse adjacent to bach 30 and to boulder roll from 

upslope sources (Macfarlane evidence paragraphs 6.4 (b) and 6.4 (c); 

Macfarlane/Charters joint statement, page 2). 

 

7.16 I believe it would be feasible to reduce the risk at all three of these baches by 

undertaking relatively minor rock stabilisation works at source. Such work 

could include rock breaking and re-positioning, rock bolting or encapsulation in 

mesh. 

 

7.17 Consequently, I consider the current RHMA2 over these three baches to be 

appropriate. 

 

 

 

 

Donald Featherston Macfarlane 

5 February 2016 
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ATTACHMENT 1 – Hazards from rockfall / cliff collapse at baches in Taylors Mistake and Boulder Bay 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

Results (Attachment 1 from Macfarlane Evidence 13 Feb 2015,  

In the following tables we summarise the key outcomes for each site area.  

NOTE: Our assessment is based on the potential consequences of a cliff collapse or rockfall (or 

boulder roll), not on the life risk model.  It does not consider possible benefits from trees as these 

are not permanent features, could be ‘gone tomorrow’ (eg. due to fire) and affect the RISK not 

presence or otherwise of a hazard. 

Boulder Bay 

Bach 
No. 

Assessment Conclusion and/or 
Recommendation 

1 Significant tension cracking in rock mass above the 
bach.  Generally the rock quality is very poor making it 
susceptible to failure as a debris avalanche. 

Rock mass above the property is also prone to debris 
avalanche as indicated by tension cracks.   

 

Location judged a hazard 
area for debris avalanche 
and/or individual boulders.  

2 Boulders have fallen within 10m of the property including 
two immediately to the west that went past the property.  
Marginal protection provided by mature trees.  

Rockfall modelling shows that most rocks originating 
from the slope above the bach will reach or pass the 
dwelling. If they hit the building, the impact energy will 
be substantial 

Location judged a hazard 
area for debris avalanche 
and/or individual boulders.  

4 Small cliff immediately behind bach has loose rock   Direct cliff collapse hazard 

5 to 7 Not subject to cliff collapse hazard  Need not be included in 
Hazard Management Area 

8, 9 Small cliff behind baches may shed isolated boulders.  
Not deemed a cliff collapse hazard but subject to hazard 
from rockfall.   

 

10 Bach sited in lee of an undercut cliff.  Small amounts of 
debris fell off the cliff during the 2011 earthquakes   

Direct cliff collapse hazard  

Taylors Mistake 

Bach 
No. 

Assessment Conclusion and/or 
Recommendation 

28 On top of small cliff. Judged not at risk from cliff 
collapse.  No boulder roll hazard evident. Could be 
affected by future cliff erosion 

Site is judged to be relatively  
‘safe’ 

30 Hazard is from collapse of low cliff adjacent the bach 
that could impact dwelling. Low rockfall (boulder roll) 
hazard.   

Hazard at site is adjacent to 
rather than directly above 
bach  

31-32 Direct hazard from rockfall, viable source of rocks in 
outcrops above these baches at the base of a gully that 
will focus boulders rolling down the slope. 

Clear hazard area  

 

33-43 Minor areas of rock outcrop indicate limited hazard from 
rockfall.  A number of boulders have reached the flat 
area behind these baches during (and before) the 
earthquakes.  

Sites are relatively safe 
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Photo 1.  Taylors Mistake baches. No.30 at left of photo; No’s 31-33 are in the trees at 

the end of the beach.  The rockfall sources most likely to affect baches 31 and 32 are 

the rock outcrops directly above the trees. 

 

 

 

 
Photo 2.  Boulder Bay Baches 1 and 2 
 
 

2 

1 

30 
31 

32 

33 
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Photo 3. Boulder Bay Baches 8, 9 and 10 
 

9 
8 

10 
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ATTACHMENT 3 – Boulder Bay cliff collapse risk, baches 1, 2 and 4 
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ATTACHMENT 4 – Boulder Bay cliff collapse risk, baches 8, 9 and 10 
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ATTACHMENT 5 – Taylors Mistake rockfall risk, in relation to the previous 10
-4

 AIFR line on which the land use zones were based 
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